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In medical diagnostics, the ROC curve is the graph of sensitivity against 1-specificity as the diagnostic threshold runs through all possible values. The ROC curve and its associated summary indices are very useful for the purpose of evaluating the discriminatory ability of biomarkers/diagnostic tests with continuous measurements. Among all summary indices, the area under the ROC curve (AUC) is the most popular diagnostic accuracy index and it has been extensively used by many researchers for biomarker evaluation and selection. Sometimes, taking the actual measurements of a biomarker is very difficult and expensive while ranking them without actual measurements can be easy. In such cases, ranked set sampling which based on order statistics would give more accurate estimation than simple random sampling, since ranked set samples are more likely to span the full range of population (thus is more representative). In this study, Gaussian kernel is utilized to obtain a nonparametric estimate of AUC. Intensive simulations are carried out to compare the proposed method using ranked set samples with the one using simple random samples and the proposed method out performs universally with much smaller mean squared errors (MSE). A real data set is analyzed for illustrating the proposed method.
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